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ABSTRACT
The authors provide an overview of what capstone courses do by present-
ing information from across the field based on materials received from and
interviews with technical and professional communication program admin-
istrators and faculty. The authors then point to opportunities to improve
the course. Finally, the authors argue for sustainable program development
as the theoretical framework to perform programmatic work.
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We begin with a story that has played out across many programs. The authors faced departmental
conversations about updating the undergraduate curriculum and, subsequently, growing the under-
graduate degree program. Although our institutional contexts are different, our conversations high-
lighted one thing we had in common: the capstone course. Schreiber was part of a committee tasked
with streamlining assessment by developing a single capstone course for a program that had five
capstone options, whereas Melonçon needed to make the case for adding a capstone course to the
curriculum. In discussing our “capstone problem,” we realized that seemingly simple curricular
decisions can have big programmatic impacts in positive and even negative ways. This reflective
moment reminded us of Johnson (2004) and his assertion that technical and professional commu-
nication (TPC) programs need to focus on sustainability.

Thus, we saw the need to perform a “deep and sometimes painful assessment of who we are and
where we want to go” as a discipline (Johnson, 2004, p. 113). Different from the valuable assessment
practices within programs, which typically are limited to an examination of student learning out-
comes within the context of the individual program (e.g., Coppola, Elliot, Newsham, & Klobucar,
2016), Johnson’s “painful assessment” refers to evaluating practices across programs in an effort to
better understand how the field can sustainably grow.

Building on Johnson’s (2004) argument, we use data collected from capstone courses across U.S.
undergraduate degree programs to examine current practices in the course as well as to establish
guidelines for sustainable program development. We refer to this data collection and reflection across
programs as a programmatic perspective, and the opportunities we outline below contribute to a
sustainable programmatic perspective for our programs, our discipline, aswell as affect industry practices.

Because of its importance and prevalence in our programs, the capstone course deserves further
analysis and critical attention. When situations come up like the opening narrative, TPC program
administrators (TPC PAs) and other program faculty need field-wide data to help make local
arguments and ensure the course is working within the parameters of effective field-wide practices.
Moreover, the capstone is an ideal place to explore programmatic sustainability because more than
any other course in the curriculum, the capstone brings together theories and practices of the
academic field and the workplace. In fact, it is likely impossible to pursue a sustainable program
without rethinking the capstone course.
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Although there are studies that discuss the capstone at a single institution (DeVoss, Julier, & Ritz,
2013), in relation to larger curricular changes (Thomas & McShane, 2007), in regard to specific
approaches to deliverables (Brady & Schreiber, 2013), or as a key part of assessment practices
(D’Angelo & Maid, 2009), there is not yet a systematic research study of the capstone course across
all programs. In the same way that Chong’s (2016) study sets up the potential to design and improve
usability courses across programs, we seek to provide an overview of what effective practices look
like beyond individual program-specific case studies.

We gathered information from TPC programs across the United States about their capstone
courses to create a report on the current state of the capstone courses in TPC. This field-wide view
provided us the opportunity to see the course differently. TPC’s steady growth (Melonçon &
Henschel, 2013) makes this project incredibly timely and useful if that growth is to be sustainable.
Johnson (2004) noted that TPC programs could not rely on endless growth, that they needed to learn
from the mistakes and missteps of other disciplines like literature, and that they need to “reflect on
what it means to grow” (p. 102). As we show below, the capstone course brings together the tensions
Johnson identifies as necessary to address for sustainable programmatic development.

This article has three parts. First, we expand Johnson’s argument (2004) on the necessity of
sustainable programmatic work, which serves as the framework for the second and third parts. In the
second part, we provide an overview of what capstone courses do by presenting information from
across the field. Finally, we offer an analysis of the capstone course data to point to opportunities for
maintaining a sustainable programmatic perspective.

The need for a sustainable programmatic perspective

Sustainability has been used as a lens to understand and contextualize long-term consequences of
practices across a variety of disciplines because it takes into consideration current situations while
also looking forward. In TPC, sustainability scholarship has typically been in the form of case studies
around environmental discourse (e.g.,Blythe, Grabill, & Riley, 2008; Coppola & Karis, 2000;
Killingsworth, 2005; Spoel, Goforth, Cheu, & Pearson, 2008). Computers and writing, too, have
used sustainability in a variety of ways, most notably as a way to think through technological
infrastructures (DeVoss, McKee, & Selfe, 2009).

What these bodies of scholarship have done is make sustainability a viable rhetorical framework
that illustrates the interconnected ways that processes and practices, particularly those relating to
industry and technology, are capable of being maintained or continued over a period of time. More
specific to TPC programs, several scholars have used sustainability as a way to consider current and
future development of academic programs.

Ericsson (2009) examined the Digital Technology and Culture program at Washington State
University by focusing on three key tenets of sustainable development—environment (ecologic),
economy, and social—and offered this idea as a tool for program analysis. Ericsson notes “that
considering academic programs through a carefully considered sustainability framework can help us
to understand and build better academic programs” (p. 1). She further urged programs to consider
all three sustainable tenets simultaneously, since each plays a role in the ongoing development and
long-term future of programs.

Although Ericsson’s (2009) site-specific narrative is useful to see how one program has addressed
sustainable development, Johnson (2004) uses sustainability as a metaphor for reflective program-
matic growth across the field (emphasis added), which aligns with our own emphasis of looking at
capstone courses from a field-wide perspective. Moving to the macrolevel of field-wide encourages
what we are calling a sustainable programmatic perspective.

Sustainability, Johnson (2004) argues, is an apt metaphor because it “suggests growth/life, but it
also invokes the inevitable problem of limits” (p. 102) and this metaphor promotes “multi-direc-
tional, active reflection” (p. 102) to grow intelligently. Johnson (2004) feared that without an
emphasis on sustainability, TPC will fall into growth traps of creating too many programs and
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overproducing graduates that other fields, such as literature and, more recently, composition have
experienced. He also advocated thinking about growth beyond growth in numbers (students,
programs, faculty, etc.), but also about the ethical, cultural, and social concerns of the field
(Johnson, 2004).

Melonçon (2012) echoed Johnson’s (2004) concern about programmatic growth when she
encouraged TPC practitioners and academics to consider what the rapid growth of academic
certificate programs meant for sustainability of the field. Extending Johnson’s ideas of sustainability
and reflection, Melonçon (2012) connected programmatic sustainability to practices of professiona-
lization in TPC, because all types of programs claim to be preparing students for the workplace. She
asked, “how can program planners create, adapt, and sustain quality programs that meet the diverse
needs of stakeholders?” (Melonçon, 2012, p. 220). Melonçon’s question intersects directly with
Johnson’s (2004) encouragement of TCP PAs and faculty to reflect on what it means to grow
sustainably.

Ericsson (2009), Johnson (2004), and Melonçon (2012) illustrate in different, yet complementary
ways, why sustainability is an important framework for programmatic reflection and is essential to a
sustainable programmatic perspective. The capstone is the microcosm for this sort of programmatic
perspective. Sustainability can begin by addressing the opportunities for improvement in the
capstone course that is evidenced by field-wide data and the macroperspective that data brings. As
we illustrate in the following sections, the capstone course provides an excellent programmatic
location to reflect across programs, which Johnson (2004) encouraged. Johnson argues that relation-
ships to industry and technology are what set TPC apart from other humanities disciplines but can
also hold TPC back from growing sustainably. Actively and systematically analyzing these relation-
ships, thus, becomes necessary for sustainability.

Analysis of capstone courses across programs

We began with Melonçon and Henschel’s (2013) study of TPC’s undergraduate degree programs. In
their study, they examined curricula from across the field and concluded that TPC programs had a
set of common “core courses.” One of those core courses is the capstone course:

[the capstone course] provide[s] students the opportunity to bring together all their TPC courses into a singular
cumulative experience. Usually required in the final term of the degree program, the cumulative experience
offers another and more comprehensive way to assess students’ competency of the program’s curriculum
through a demonstration of the knowledge and multiple skills acquired throughout their course of study. (p. 51)

This definition suggests the capstone is the location where students are supposed to bring the
knowledge and skills gained from across the other courses in the degree program to serve as a
“cumulative experience” for students. We use this definition as the basis for our examination. In this
section, we outline how we collected the data about the capstone course and then we answer the
question, “What does the capstone do?” Throughout, we use capstone and capstone course inter-
changeably to mean the same thing.

Methods for data collection

We confined our analysis to capstone courses of undergraduate degree programs in TPC. The
analysis does not include the capstone courses of undergraduate degrees with an emphasis, track,
or specialization (for more details on the distinctions between undergraduate degree programs, see
Melonçon & Henschel, 2013, p. 47, and Melonçon, 2014).

Using a current list of undergraduate degree programs from TechComm Programmatic
Central (Melonçon, 2017), we analyzed data from 76 degree programs at 67 institutions.
Several institutions offer multiple degrees, which accounts for this difference between the number
of degrees versus institutions. These data represent a programmatic growth rate of 17% from
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2013 (Melonçon & Henschel, 2013) to 2016. There are 42 BA degrees and 34 BS degrees. Six of
those degrees are offered fully online. Neither the type of degree (BA/BS) nor the department or
location that administers the degree makes an appreciable difference in whether it has a capstone
course or what the capstone course looks like. Of the 76 degree programs, 72% (n = 55) require a
capstone course to fulfill the requirements for the undergraduate degree, and two of these
programs are online. The information that follows is confined to the undergraduate degree
programs (n = 55) that offer a capstone course.

Following the methodology of previous programmatic work, we started our investigation with
information found in course catalogs (Melonçon & Henschel, 2013). The course titles, course
descriptions, prerequisites, and credit hours were gathered, but we realized we needed additional
information to fully understand the capstone course and the role it plays in a program’s curriculum.
To obtain a richer data set that included localized contextual data, we sent email requests for
additional information to all 55 programs that offer the capstone. We either contacted the TPC
PA or the specific faculty member who was teaching the capstone course in Fall 2015. The additional
information we requested were syllabi, assignments, and reading lists. We received information from
35 schools. In some cases, we completed (n = 13) an “asynchronous interview” (St.Amant &
Melonçon, 2016, p. 349) with faculty that garnered additional institutional context for the course
materials that were provided. In addition, we conducted eight traditional interviews with TPC PAs
from a range of institution types to better understand not only the capstone course but also its place
within the curricula and the TPC program. All of the specific identifying information has been
removed based on Institutional Review Board (IRB) stipulations (University of Cincinnati IRB
#2012–4082) that include data reported need to either be in aggregate form or data reported are
referred to by Carnegie classification (see http://carnegieclassifications.iu.edu/for a full description of
classification types). For example, we may discuss the capstone from an R2 institution (higher
research activity).

What does the capstone do?

In this section, we begin by offering a general overview of how the course is offered and the number
of credit hours. We discuss what the capstone seems to be doing in our programs by discussing
course descriptions and the key features of client projects and portfolios that a majority of programs
incorporate.

Type of course and credit hours
At institutions that require a capstone, all but three offer a designated course (e.g., Seminar in
Professional Writing). For institutions where students register for a course, there are two types of
courses. At 62% (n = 34) of programs, students take a designated course that meets on a regular day
and time and in the case of an online course it resembles all other courses in the program. Two
programs give students choices of courses. One (R3) allows students to choose from a series of
courses designated as the capstone. This model is more often found in emphasis degree programs.
The other (R2) offers students two choices, one that is a rhetorical classroom-based option and one
that includes a client-based option.

For the remaining programs (38%, n = 21), the capstone works more like an independent study in
which students are required to do certain tasks and check in with a faculty advisor who will assist
students if they encounter difficulty. One (M1: master’s large) requires students to register for a
course, but the only requirement is to complete a portfolio during the term. (See more information
below in the Portfolio subsection.) A TPC PA from an M3 institution (master’s small) did admit that
the faculty had discussed changing their capstone to an actual course because it would be helpful “to
remind people [both students and faculty] that this class requires attention.” Table 1 shows the
breakdown of credit hours.
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Following the typical credit hour structure found in the vast majority of U.S. institutions, 71%
(n = 39) of programs award students 3 hours of course credit for the capstone.

Course descriptions
Many of the course descriptions highlight the intermediary space of the capstone course as some-
thing that is part academic and part preprofessional. The following examples are representative of
course descriptions across the field:

● Culmination of the BA in professional and technical communication. Create a capstone
portfolio and then present it to the professional and technical communication faculty and
industry professionals. (R1)

● Practicum in theory and practice of project management specifically designed to provide
professional writing majors with community-based writing experience and teach communica-
tor/client relationships, problem-solving, and professionalism in conduct and product. (R2)

● Comprehensive assessment in Technical & Professional Communication demonstrates compe-
tency in communication theory and practice by means of a portfolio that is presented to
department faculty and an outside reviewer. (M3)

● This class provides a bridge between academic study and professional careers in writing or
technical communication. Students assess and reflect on their academic study; research and
write a nonfiction essay, produce a capstone project, and complete a writer’s portfolio. Projects
may focus on a wide range of topics, including writing-related careers. (M1)

In each course description above, the language underscores that the capstone is the cumulative
experience of the educational experience of the degree, as well as the launch point for a professional
career. The course descriptions also highlight the connection between the academic study of TPC
and the practice of it, or said another way, the connection between school and work or theory and
practice. For example, one TPC PA (R1) said, the capstone course is “designed to help students
professionalize, prepare for life after undergraduate studies, and synthesize and deepen their work . . .
[the course] is inquiry-driven, and projects emerge from student interests and professional goals.”

As mentioned in course descriptions and also identified and confirmed from course materials and
interviews, the key pedagogical features in the capstone course are client projects and the develop-
ment of a portfolio, which are discussed in the next two sections.

Client projects
In their research on undergraduate capstone courses across fields, education researchers Hauhart
and Grahe (2015) found that most capstones are project driven (see Chapter 3). TPC is no different
because the vast majority of programs, 73%, incorporate client-based (or service-learning) projects
into the course. (Neither online capstone course includes a project.) TPC has long advocated for the
inclusion of this type of experiential learning throughout the curriculum (e.g.,Allen & Benninghoff,
2004; Dubinsky, 2002; Youngblood & Mackiewicz, 2013) because “[c]lient-based writing classes may
function as effective sites for bringing together the standards of school and work, as well as writing

Table 1. Capstone course credit hours (n = 55).

Credit hours % of degree programs

0 5
1 9
2 2
3 71
4 11
5 2
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and technical fields” (Taylor & Patton, 2006, p.112). Capstone courses further support this important
aspect of curricular design by providing a “safe space” to develop additional skills to prepare students
to move from academia to a professional role in society.

One M2 TPC PA describes the client project in these terms: “The senior project is your
opportunity to apply all of the knowledge and skills you’ve acquired as a . . . major to a large project,
in consultation with the instructor as well as a client.” This TPC PA is adamant that students work
with real businesses and organizations, saying:

As for capstones—one pretty strict rule we have is that students must work with real clients. In the past, we
took the view that a project was ok as long as it demonstrated our program objectives, even if the project wasn’t
“real,” but the results were almost always disappointing. Real businesses, real organizations.

The description of the project as one that should allow students to put all their knowledge into play
in the context of a “real” project suggests the importance of the client-project within the capstone
course. In other words, the project becomes another way to demonstrate the cumulative skills
learned in the TPC program.

From a different view, an M1 TPC PA explains the client project in her capstone course in these
terms: “Some [students] find things in the context of an internship, a business, or their employ-
ment. . ..They are, however, encouraged to do projects in areas where they see a need to improve
their skills.” In this case, the client project and the capstone course are seen as an opportunity to
focus more specifically on skills or competency areas that need improvement.

Only three institutions (two R2s and an R1) have a project experience that bridges multiple
semesters; and in all three cases, these projects require collaborative, interdisciplinary work. This
approach intersects with the field’s long-standing view of being inter- and cross-disciplinary. As one
of the TPC PAs (R1) said, the capstone course:

absolutely works. Projects become a big deal for their future careers. It does the professionalism work it’s meant
to do. Students can talk about interdisciplinary projects, team work, how to execute and have a tangible product
to point to [when they graduate and look for jobs].

These three examples illustrate the diversity of approach to the experiential components of the
capstone course, and more importantly, the examples reflect the flexibility of the capstone-based
local contexts and curricula. However, even though the three examples are drawn from three
different institution types and incorporate experiential learning in different ways, each support the
findings of Kramer-Simpson, Newmark, and Ford (2015), that found students “participate in client
projects in ways that benefit them as they enter the workplace, ways that move them from the
periphery toward the center of activity” (p. 107). To help students make these connections between
their client projects, programmatic goals, and their own preprofessional identities, programs most
often require students to create a portfolio of work.

Portfolios
The majority of capstone courses, 66% (n = 36), require a portfolio. Of that percentage, 54% (n = 19)
require a program portfolio, whereas the remaining have students create a portfolio only for work from
the capstone course. The remainder of programs do not require a portfolio of any kind. (All but three of
these institutions that do not require a portfolio are using experiential projects in their capstone
courses.) One M1 institution requires students to register for capstone course credit hours with the
sole expectation that they will complete a portfolio of their TPC program work during that time.

Based on information received from programs or publicly available descriptions, the majority of
portfolios include samples from coursework and cocurricular activities, descriptions of this work to
place it within a context for readers unfamiliar with it, and a description of the skill, competency, or
learning that the sample illustrates. The portfolios are often not graded, but they are reviewed by
faculty (within the program) and at times, external stakeholders (such as clients for whom the
projects were completed or industry advisory boards).
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Many course descriptions and course materials highlight the production of a portfolio as a desired
course feature. Following are representative examples from program documents:

● A portfolio should demonstrate competence and progress in the [program]. As a record of your
achievements, it is useful for self-review as well as review by your faculty and prospective
employers. . ... Be selective. Include items that reflect a variety of writing and production
skills. . . . .As a rule, the following ‘must-have’ content criteria apply: a reflection (two or
three pages). (Bac)

● This course is designed to help students’ transition from college to a profession. . .. Students will
have the opportunity to reflect on the work they have in the major as they produce a portfolio
of writing. (M1)

● The capstone course is the “advanced study of trends in technical communication, application
of theory in community service-learning project, and preparation of a professional portfolio.”
(R1)

● Professional Portfolio and Final Reflection. You will develop a final portfolio tailored to your
particular professional goals. As part of this portfolio, you will write a reflective paper . . . and
[explain] its relationship to your academic work (2,000 words minimum). (R3)

These examples emphasize the pragmatic ends of preparing a portfolio, that is, to get a job or to
showcase students as professionals, but they also include an emphasis on the reflective components
necessary for student learning.

Through our examination and synthesis of information about the capstone across the field, we
were able to identify opportunities for programmatic improvement. In the next section, we discuss
what these opportunities are and how they can assist with a sustainable programmatic perspective.

Discussion: opportunities for sustainable programmatic improvement

The data about the capstone is part of what Johnson (2004) calls the “painful assessment” of
identifying and examining practices and relationships across programs at a particular moment. In
identifying and examining practices, we provide TPC a “way of knowing” that “allow[s] us to take a
more perceptive approach to helping faculty create appropriate learning situations for their students”
(Carter, 2007, p. 407). Now we seek to directly address what Johnson (2004) calls the work of
sustainability and its importance to TPC:

To be sustainable suggests that maintenance and reflection are part and parcel of any forward movement we
may be contemplating or actually practicing. That is, to sustain means to think and to act, to contemplate and
to practice. (p. 102)

Johnson (2004) is describing an ongoing process of examining practices in larger contexts, that is,
across programs and beyond local contexts. We identified three opportunities that encourage a
sustainable programmatic perspective and that can move TPC PAs from reflection to action:

● documenting program information more accurately for internal and external stakeholders
● avoiding hyperpragmatism by incorporating reflection within a program and across programs
● expanding programmatic perspective beyond assessment.

If we use sustainability as a lens to analyze the current state of the capstone course, we see a
strong focus on professionalism, but the capstone presents an ideal location to productively engage
the industry and academy relationship, to be what Johnson (2004) describes as partner and critic to
industry. That is, to critically engage industry practices and to improve upon them. Further, the
focus on professionalism, though serving the immediate (but not necessarily long-term) interests of
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industry, does not necessarily address the sustainable material growth in terms of programs (number
of students, number and specialties of faculty, program specializations, etc.) over time.

In the following sections, we illustrate how the field-wide data we’ve gathered about capstones can
help us see both the course differently and the work of programs differently. The opportunities to
conduct the maintenance and reflection work described below, we argue, constitute sustainable
programmatic perspectives across the discipline and promote sustainable practices.

Documenting the work of the capstone

Because the capstone brings together the tensions among industry, the academy, and technology so
vividly, we need to document its work more carefully and visibly. A sustainable programmatic
perspective allows these tensions to be engaged across programs, but to effectively do so, these
tensions need to be documented at a local level through effective use of traditional genres, such as
course descriptions.

Documenting the work of the capstone can help us as a field identify and remedy competing
values across programs. The documentation we collected for the capstones included course descrip-
tions, assignment descriptions, and syllabi. These documents are standard components of every
course, but we argue the capstone is different, because more than any other course, it defines the
relationship between workplace and the academy. The major assignments—client projects and
portfolios—explicitly position students to address workplace needs and also reflect on academic
coursework.

Although the course descriptions suggest a flexible structure, they also suggest that the capstone is
an instrumental course. From the course descriptions (see above), one may think the capstone is
merely a “skills” course focused on deliverables, and they refer to professionalism, strongly suggest-
ing that the course is ultimately skewed to serve industry audiences more than academic. What isn’t
explained in the course documents—but did come out strongly in the interviews with TPC PAs—is
the ongoing work faculty do to help students prepare to be critical thinkers, problem solvers, and
lynchpins for ethical deliberation, and to be aware of larger organizational goals. In other words, the
language used in course documentation is limiting the course—and program—to preprofessional
practice rather than indicating that preparation for a job is but one of many things that the capstone
course does.

As Gordon (2009) points out, there are two different rhetorical situations at play between the
field’s scholarship and public facing documents, and they do not necessarily match up. However, the
external views of the field will remain limited unless TPC PAs and faculty take on this rhetorical
challenge and find better ways to write about and document the processes and practices that are
actually occurring in our courses and programs and foreground connections between academic
concepts and TPC knowledge work.

Course descriptions are but one place for this work to happen because they are highly visible,
public facing, and readily available to a variety of stakeholders. Documentation about the capstone
should follow the recommendation of Gordon (2009) to “adopt language that reflects scholarly
discourse” (p. 130). Like Gordon, we are not advocating for jargon heavy, academic discourse in our
course descriptions, syllabi, and other materials such as program brochures, but we are advocating
for discourse in our documentation that helps stakeholders (e.g., potential students, current students,
administrators, local industry partners) see that the capstone course—and our programs—are more
than preprofessional training grounds for job placement (Bushnell, 1999; Gordon, 2009).
Programmatic and course documentation needs to include as part of the description the emphasis
on reflective practice, the humanistic perspective, and the broad knowledges of conceptual and
practical skills (Henschel & Melonçon, 2014) because “there is important middle ground between
selling out to corporate America and providing critical instruction in efficacious knowledge” (Henze,
Sharer, & Tovey, 2010, p. 79).
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We are advocating that course descriptions and other capstone documentation acknowledge the
important knowledge and values of the field that support a critical approach to and reciprocal
relationship with industry that explicitly addresses the humanistic, cultural, and ethical values of that
have long been hallmarks of our discipline (e.g., see Grabill & Simmons, 1998; Melonçon, 2013;
Miller, 1979; St.Amant, 2015). We think these values are likely an important component to the
pedagogical approaches of faculty teaching the course, but we argue these practices and values need
to be more apparent in the documentation and visible to industry and other programs. Shifting our
discourse and/or actually documenting what it is we really do in our courses is the first step toward
sustainable programs because all stakeholders understand the value of the TPC program and what it
brings to students. The process of documenting not only course descriptions but also other materials
associated with programs (such as brochures, web copy, student testimonials, and even assessment
reports) is a vital step to building a sustainable programmatic perspective.

Hyperpragmatism and the limitations of reflection

To use the capstone course as a location to develop a sustainable programmatic perspective, the onus
and limitations of reflection need to be acknowledged. Although the data from programs indicate
that client projects and portfolios and corresponding student reflections are important features of
capstone courses, it is less clear whether and how client projects are informed by or acknowledge
academic theories and practices. Thus, it can make the capstone a space for departure from academic
knowledge and the privileging of industry knowledge rather than a space that facilitates and draws
from both. “Thus, professionalism requires more than simple proficiency or skill, but also includes a
sense of responsibility to the individuals and communities with whom the professional interacts”
(Weisser & Grobman, 2012, p. 52). In other words, TPC must ensure that the client projects do not
dictate the goals and priorities of TPC programs. Pandering to immediate industry interests only
helps student think about their value to immediate industry needs. As many have argued, TPC
practitioners have to be flexible to a changing workplace and prepared to address communication
issues as they arise with changing technological affordances and management practices (e.g., Hart &
Conklin, 2006; Schreiber, 2017). At the same time, TPCs must be able to explain their value to
changing organizational needs (e.g., Brady & Schreiber, 2013; Redish, 2003).

As early as 1999, Bushnell expressed this concern when he lamented that programs have become
training departments for corporate “clients”: “In our eagerness to obtain real workplace experience
for our young technical-writers-in-training, we don’t challenge students’ own strongly held faith in
the corporate model as a goal, an end point” (p. 176). Following Bushnell (1999), Scott, Longo, and
Wills (2006) introduced a term, hyperpragmatism, which they define as “a hegemonic ideology and
set of practices that privileges utilitarian efficiency and effectiveness, including rhetorical effective-
ness, at the expense of sustained reflection, critique, or ethical action” (p. 9). To move beyond
Bushnell’s “training departments” and Scott et al.’s hyperpragmatism, TPC PAs must recognize that
client projects are highly susceptible to hyperpragmatism.

As Scott (2004) points out, reflective practices can be used to uphold power structures or expose
them. Reflection can be used in narrow rhetorical situations where current practices are applied
uncritically. In larger social and cultural contexts, power structures are exposed and analyzed and
opportunities for intervention are applied. Scott’s approach does in some ways promote an unrea-
listic expectation that suggests that technical and professional communicators will somehow take on
positions of power in an organization, but programs need to ensure that students are prepared—
when moments may present themselves—to provide critical insights into problems. Not doing so
actually reinforces corporate structures and practices that may be harmful in larger social and
cultural contexts. Uncritically engaging with corporate structures also hinders technical and profes-
sional communicators from being flexible to change, from effectively recognizing opportunities to
take on leadership roles, and from effectively shaping organizational culture when needed.
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Student reflection is a limited perspective and subject to hyperpragmatism when used as a
barometer of industry concerns because of their narrow focus—the student’s rhetorical situation.
Students provide but one entry to understanding industry perspectives and programs should be
diligent in explicitly collecting data to help students contextualize their reflections rather than
positioning them to provide the industry perspective on their own. They are to bring these thoughts
together in a cohesive manner and perhaps apply them to look forward at their own goals or social
contexts. These reflective practices align with scholarship in the field that suggests reflection helps
develop social consciousness, which we are using here to mean an awareness of the power relation-
ships inherent in all organizations: “if we send our students out with strategies for gaining social
knowledge and restructuring status relationships, we may hear fewer stories of disillusionment”
(Sullivan, Martin, & Anderson, 2003, p. 132).

Capstone projects are intended to help students understand the work of TPC as central to the work
of an organization rather than a peripheral experience, which is what the field has been advocating for
some time with its emphasis on knowledge work. Johnson’s (2004) model of programmatic reflection
shows thinking and doing: cognizance of hyperpragmatism helps to ensure that the capstone is on the
right track. Programs should be engaging directly with industry at a local level, examining industry
research and potential trajectories to contextualize local perspectives, and sharing these findings across
programmatic perspectives. This deliberate engagement will reduce the likelihood of hyperpragmatism
in the capstone course, while also assisting programs toward sustainable development. One way of
doing that is to follow the advice of Kimme Hea and Shah (2016) and talk with our client partners to
ensure that they understand the aims and goals of the course and projects beyond simply an emphasis
on deliverables. Encouraging critical reflection—at the programmatic and student level—moves the
capstone course toward sustainability and helps programs become more sustainable as well.

The goal of the portfolio then seems to be to encourage what Schön (1983) has called a reflective
practice, one in which students are in an apprenticeship mode and then they reflect on the actual
practice and how that practice compares to what they have learned in the classroom. Weisser and
Grobman (2012) highlight the features of their capstone in that it:

focuses upon the application of students’ rhetorical knowledge; its overall purpose is to provide students with
the opportunity to reflect upon and integrate academic coursework, co-curricular activities, and internship
experiences through the design and development of print and electronic professional portfolios. (p. 44)

Thus, in most cases, the development of a portfolio in the capstone course—either for the course or
the program—is clearly designated as a preprofessional activity that provides space to prepare for
both job-seeking and entry-level employment.

Reflective practice or conscious and deliberate encouragement to have students think through
their work as technical and professional communicators is a required component of the reflective
practice in portfolios. Reflection is brought up as a key component to many of these courses and is
handled in a number of ways, advancing assessment concerns, social concerns, and corporate
concerns. For example, here are two perspectives from TPC PAs:

● The goal is for students to picture their past and the experiences they had that have shaped
their values and practices. They write a reflective literacy autobiography and read in the genre,
bringing together their own experience and the more academic texts from the readings. . ..
Their literacy autobiography ends with a chapter of aspirations (where, what, with whom, and
why they will be working as writers in the future). (M1 TPC PA)

● One of the things we require is for them to reflect and synthesize. We want them to reflect on
what they have learned and show in their materials how they’ve learned it. The latter part is
where the synthesis comes in. We feel the capstone and the portfolio course work well together
to help students highlight the skills they have learned while relating them to the current job
market. (R2 TPC PA)
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However, the major problem with the way this language (and practice) works is that TPC has put
the onus of reflection and negotiating academic and professional identities on students and posi-
tioned instructors as guides or mentors to this reflection rather than participating and complicating
this reflection from another perspective and through the lens of sustainability. Thus, the onus to find
value in the workplace and to maintain social consciousness is placed on the student/future
practitioner.

Without incorporating programmatic reflection, discussed in greater detail below, we inadver-
tently make the academy less a touchstone for students after they graduate and by extension the
academy becomes less a touchstone for industry. For example, Brady and Schreiber (2013) suggest
including a reflective cycle for individuals to engage in portfolio development at the culmination of a
degree program and applying that kind of work to workplace genres like performance reviews.
Reflection and engagement with clients, even with the guidance of a faculty member, may not in and
of itself address hyperpragmatism. The student reflective process needs to be driven toward criti-
quing practices and thinking about them in multiple contexts, not just learning them. Students need
to grapple with practices, and faculty critically engaged across programs are better prepared to help
students contextualize and critique practice beyond the local environment. Aiding student reflection
in this way also helps faculty work with students to see theory as tools for both critiquing and
improving practices, thus positioning the relationship between theory and practice and academy and
industry as necessarily reciprocal. In turn, this helps to create a sustainable programmatic
perspective.

Expanding programmatic perspective beyond assessment

Assessment is also a very prominent feature of the capstone course because the majority of programs
use some part of the course or its deliverables as part of their assessment plans. For example, one
TPC PA admitted that their capstone needed to be revisited because right now it is simply a place “to
get students to develop their assessment portfolio” (R3), which is not achieving the overall aims that
course is actually designed to meet. In large part, it fails to work as it should because of the emphasis
solely on assessment and the lack of critical apparatus to move students toward creating a profes-
sional identity.

Assessment and program objectives can form an insular and circular process that limits the
programmatic perspective to within the program. For example, one M2 institution structures their
capstone course so students specifically reflect on how the projects they include in their portfolios
have met the program outcomes. This particular example of assessment demonstrates the limited
and restrictive nature of student reflection mentioned above. It also helps show why we argue that
the programmatic perspective ought to be seen as (1) looking across programs and (2) separate from
assessment. A programmatic perspective should buttress and complement assessment practices, but
it is outward rather than inward looking knowledge work. The knowledge required to determine
whether program objectives are appropriate to industry and the field does not come from within the
program, but outside the program. It must be collected systematically to inform course objectives,
program objectives, and assessment of both. This sort of activity also runs the risk that the program
is simply measuring how well students understand the outcomes, rather than whether they’ve
achieved them.

Assessment models are practiced similarly across programs, and the vast majority of programs
use the capstone in some way as an integral part of their assessment plans, but assessment alone does
not constitute the programmatic reflection Johnson (2004) calls for; it does not effectively situate
relationships between art and science or engender critique and partnership with industry. What is
necessary for sustainability is for practices like assessment to systematically talk to each other and to
share the findings more broadly within the field. In other words, although each program can and
should have unique features that reflect institutional needs and resources as well as the needs of the
local economy, programs with fluid identities cannot operate in a localized bubble.
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The field-wide data provided us a sustainable programmatic perspective. It enabled us to see
opportunities to strengthen and enrich the capstone course and in doing so to strengthen and enrich
the field. Johnson argued the field had to do “painful assessment;” we want to focus instead on the
idea that by incorporating a sustainable programmatic perspective, assessment and reflection need
not be painful. Rather, they are productive mechanisms to ensure that TPC courses—like the
capstone—and TPC programs are meeting the needs of students and other stakeholders.

Conclusion: preparing critical pragmatic practitioners

It seems as a field that we’ve made assumptions about the need for the capstone course and what it
should do based on our own ideas of outcomes, programmatic or institutional priorities, and the
growing need for a distinct and defined place to conduct assessment. But in fact, until now, we
only had a limited, local understanding of the course and the role it plays in our programs. We
have argued that the capstone needs to be about more than deliverables and assessment, and the
capstone data provides a current state of the field and exposes opportunities that could lead to a
sustainable programmatic perspective. Documenting program information more accurately, proac-
tively avoiding hyperpragmatism, and expanding programmatic perspectives beyond assessment
can all lead to more sustainable programs. Our data about what capstones do in TPC programs
provide a starting place into who we are, where we want to go, and more importantly how to do so
sustainably.

This article is intended to focus and guide the development and refinement of capstones so that
they serve as vehicles for programmatic sustainability. TPC undergraduate degree programs are an
important indicator of what the field values and more importantly how academic programs are
preparing students for the next phase of their lives. The explicit goal of the capstone experience
should be helping students become critical pragmatic practitioners. This phrase—critical pragmatic
practitioners—encapsulates the multiple dimensions of TPC programs and assists TPC PAs with
crafting a programmatic perspective that focuses on these dimensions. A critical pragmatic practi-
tioner is someone with a wide variety of practical and conceptual skills (Henschel & Melonçon,
2014), and she is someone who can

● make and produce (pragmatic) a wide variety of documents and texts using technological tools
and media

● critique existing structures
● propose alternative solutions
● maintain a strong ethical grounding (on ethics and professionalism seeWeisser & Grobman,

2012, pp. 52–53).

More than affecting single programs, evaluating and rethinking the capstone course helps TPC
PAs and faculty emphasize the need to be sustainable, which requires a programmatic perspective
that considers field-wide data alongside local circumstances. TPC undergraduate degree programs
have grown, and now it is time to focus and refine them. Without thinking about sustainability, such
refinement is in vain.
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